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Abstract. The article presents a methodology for determining the
parameters of the spatial trajectory of movement of a standard cutting tool
processing ring gears with spatially modified teeth working by the copying
technique. The implementation of the methodology makes it possible to
determine the reference points coordinates of the trajectory of movement
of the cutting tool in the process of multiple-axis processing of spatially
modified teeth of spur wheels on CNC machines. The results obtained in
the development of the methodology for determining the trajectory of the
cutting tool movement can be further used in the process of performing the
technological preparation for the production of spatially modified ring
gears, including large-scale ones, in the conditions of single and smallscale production, as well as with choosing a technological equipment, the
appointment of cutting modes, as well as in the process of writing control
programs for CNC machines.

Spur wheels are made with an involute profile, and the teeth of one of the links are
modified to increase the load capacity and durability of spur wheels [1, 2]. Theoretically,
the exact spatial modification of the teeth is obtained when two conditions of the second
Olivier method are fulfilled, which is practically realizable in the operations of the ring
gears finishingmachining. Ring gears with a spatial teeth modification close to the given
spatial modification can be used for less significant gear-systems or can be cut with
roughing machining the gears with an allowance for subsequent processing[3, 4].
In the process of cutting teeth, the involute profile is reproduced in the profiling plane
perpendicular to the trajectory of the cutting tool. When cutting teeth with a straight generatrix,
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the profiling plane is perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the workpiece and the involute is
formed in the end section of the ring gear. When cutting helical gears, the profiling plane is
located at an angle to the axis of rotation of the workpiece, and the position of the involute being
cut changes accordingly. The teeth with a longitudinal modification are obtained, as a rule, by
displacing the tool in the radial direction [5, 6], and since the profiling plane is perpendicular to
the trajectory of the relative movement of the
cutting tool, the angle of inclination of the
profiling plane will change accordingly.
Thus, in the process of shaping the teeth, the
involute profile is reproduced in the profiling
plane, and the magnitude and direction of the
displacement of the involute profile depends
on the type of the cutting tool movement path
[7]. In accordance with the rearranged
classification of cutting tool movements [7]
and shaping methods [8], in order to increase
the accuracy of manufacturing ring gears
with spatially modified teeth by the copying
technique, the cutting tool must move along a
spatial curvilinear trajectory, while there is a
continuous change in position in space of the
profiling plane.
When using the existing serial equipment
and a standard tool working according to the
copying technique, a ring gear is cut with a
spatial modification of the teeth close to the
theoretically calculated one. The degree of
approximation of the geometric parameters
of the lateral surface of the teeth to the
theoretically calculated ones depends on the
geometry of the cutting edge of the tool and
the parameters of its movement’s trajectory.
The aim of the presented work is to develop a
methodology for determining the parameters
of the movement trajectory of a standard tool
in multiple-axis machining of spatially
modified teeth of spur wheels by copying
technique.
For the technological methods of teeth
shaping presented in [8], we will develop a
method for determining the parameters of
the tool path, when processing ring gears
by copying technique with a complex
spatial modification of the teeth [1, 9, 10]
with a standard cutting tool. The
parameters of the trajectory of the relative
movement of the cutting tool are
determined depending on the geometry of
the tool’s cutting edge and the geometry of
the side surface of the teeth of the ring gear
Fig. 1. Method for the parameters determining of
being cut. In accordance with Figure 1 the
the cutting tool spatial trajectory.
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sequence for determining the parameters of the movement trajectory of the cutting tool
contains several sequentially performed stages.
As the initial data for determining the parameters of the trajectory of the tool working
by the copying technique, there is the data obtained in approximating the geometry of the
lateral surface of the tooth with spatial modification by the third-order Bézier splines [11].
At the first stage,the coordinates of the points of the spatial trajectory of movement of
the cutting tool are preliminarily determined based on the maximum change in the thickness
and height of the tooth in the section of the indexing cylinder, in the planes of symmetry
and the end face of a ring gear:
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are the coordinates of a point belonging to the symmetry plane of the ring

x and y

are respectively, the maximum deviations of the coordinates of the lateral surface
points of the tooth in the section of the indexing cylinder in the tooth thickness and height;
bw is the width of the ring gear; n is the number of points on the trajectory.
Having chosen the number of points (for example n=10) on the trajectory according to
the dependence (1) the distribution of the spatial trajectory points’ coordinates of the
cutting tool movement is calculated. By connecting the points with segments, we obtain a
spatial polyline, which pre-determines the geometry of the cutting tool spatial trajectory
(Figure 2).

а)

б)

Fig. 2. Preliminary calculating results of the tool trajectory points coordinates: a - projection onto
the yOz plane; b - projection onto the xOz plane.

As shown in [8], the cutting tool profile is copied without distortion in the profiling
plane perpendicular to the trajectory of its movement. The intersection points coordinates of
the profiling plane with the spatially modified tooth lateral surface are determined by
solving the system of equations [11]:
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are the points coordinates belonging to the spline;

respectively, the coordinates of the start and end points on the curve
describing the gear tooth line;
are the spline control points coordinates;
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arethe constant coefficients in the plane equation, determined by the
dependencies for a trajectory straight line segment:
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The parameters of the transition from the gear coordinate system x1y1z1 to the cutting
tool coordinate system are determined for each point of the trajectory according to the
dependencies [12]:
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 xi = arctan  pi  ;
 C pi 
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The intersection points coordinates of the profiling plane with the spatially modified
toothlateral surface, obtained as a result of solving the system of equations (2), are reduced
to the cutting toolcoordinate system, taking into account the found angles
using the system of the following equations:

x

and

y

x0 = cos  y x1 − sin  x sin  y y1 − cos  x sin  y z1 + zсрi sin  y cos  x − xсрi cos  y + yсрi sin  x sin  y ; 

y0 = cos  x y1 − sin  x z1 + zсрi sin  x − yсрi cos  x ;


z0 = sin  y x1 + cos  y sin  x y1 + cos  x cos  y z1 + − xсрi sin  y − yсрi cos  y sin  x − zсрi cos  x cos  y .
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The points coordinates on the standard tool cutting edge are determined by the
dependencies [13]:
- for the left tooth profile:
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- for the right tooth profile:
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where rb1 is the radius of the gear main circle;
z1 is the gear teeth number;

φ1 is the angle of the involute gear profile;
φс_1 is the offset angle of the gear involute beginning.
To refine the spatial trajectory parameters the radial and tangential correction values of
the cutting tool position are entered.
The radial correction value is determined by solving the system of equations (8), taking
into account that the gear tooth height coordinate changes by the correction value.And in
the left part of the equations system (8), the points coordinates belonging to the gear tooth
lateral surface are substituted, reduced to the cutting tool coordinate system according to
the dependencies (6):
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The tangential correction value is determined by the dependence:

ktj = 0,5 ( x00 +  x0 n ) .

x

 x0n

00 and
where
points of the profile:

(10)

- is the deviation of the tooth thickness for the upper and lower

 x0i = x0теор
− x0i ,
i
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x

where 0i
and 0i - coordinates along the thickness of the tooth, theoretical and
corresponding to the theoretical values of the thickness at the boundary points of the tooth
profile:
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where 11 and 12 - the unfolding angles of the involute for the boundary curve points of
intersection of the lateral surface of the spatially modified tooth with the profiling plane,
determined taking into account the previously found values of the radial correction, by
solving the system of equations:
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The points coordinates of the actually cut involute are determined in accordance with
the system of equations:
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Fig. 3. Tooth profiles and cut involute in the profiling plane.

Based on the calculations results using dependencies (14), we construct theoretical
curves graphs of the involute curve being cut and the spatially modified tooth lateral
surface section by a profiling plane, reduced to the cutting tool coordinate system and
(Figure 3.).
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At the second stage, the specified points coordinates of the cutting tool spatial
displacement trajectory are determined, taking into account the previously found values of
the radial and tangential cutting tool position corrections:
пр
xiтр = xтрi
− kti ; 


пр
yiтр = yтрi
+ kri ;

пр
ziтр = zтрi
.



(15)

The points coordinates approximation of the cutting tool spatial trajectory movement is
carried out by a third-order Bézier spline:
3
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where xiтр , yiтр , ziтр are the i point coordinates of the cutting tool trajectorymovement;

x0тр , y0тр , z0тр and xnтр , ynтр , znтр are the points coordinates of the cutting tool trajectory
movement beginning and end;
x1тр , y1тр , z1тр and x2тр , y 2тр , z 2тр are coordinates of the spline control points;

iтр is the spline i-parameter.
In further considering the found cutting tool trajectory movement parameters refining
coordinates calculations of the profiling plane intersection with the lateral surface of the
tooth with spatial modification are performed. Coordinate calculations are performed using
the system of equations (2), taking into account the plane parameters perpendicular to the
spatial curve of the cutting tool trajectory movement found from dependencies (3). The
transition parameters  x and  y from the x1y1z1 coordinate system to the tool coordinate
system are calculated using dependencies (4) and (5). After that, the refined points
coordinates values of the profiling plane intersection with the lateral surface of the spatially
modified tooth are brought to the cutting tool coordinate system according to the
dependencies (6).
The quality of the calculations performed to determine the parameters of the cutting tool
spatial movement trajectory is checked by assessing the accuracy of obtaining the
coordinates of the spatially modified gear tooth lateral surface. For this, the theoretical
values of the points coordinates on the spatially modified teeth lateral surface are compared
with the coordinates that will be obtained during machining if the cutting tool moves
relative to the workpiece along the calculated trajectory without taking into account the
elements deformations of the “machine - fixture - tool – detail” system.
To assess the accuracy of the cut teeth side surface geometry, we substitute the
theoretical value of the coordinate along the tooth height, reduced to the cutting tool
теор

coordinate system in one of the system equations (14) y0i , j :
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From the obtained in this way equation, we determine the value of the involute
unfolding angle 1i , corresponding to the current value of the coordinate along the height of
the tooth

y0теор
i , j . After substituting the value of the involute unfolding angle 1i into the

first equation of system (14), we calculate the value of the point coordinate belonging to the
being cut involute during processing:

 



x0нар
+ 1i − c _ 1  − 1i cos  + 1i − c _ 1   − ktj
i , j = − rb1 sin 

 z1

  z1
We carry out a quantitative assessment of the ring gear shaping accuracy, taking into
account the values of the absolute and relative deviations of the teeth actually cut side
surface points coordinates from the theoretically calculated ones.
Thus, a method has been developed for determining the dependencies that describe the
cutting tool spatial trajectory operating by the copying technique while processing ring
gears with spatially modified teeth.The implementation of the technique allows to
determine the control points coordinates of the cutting tool spatial movement trajectory in
the process of multiple-axis processing on CNC machines of the spur wheels spatially
modified teeth.The method assumes the use of a standard cutting tool during
processing.The results obtained in the development of a determining method for the cutting
tool movement trajectory can be further used in calculations related to the designation of
processing parameters.
The proposed approaches can be used in the ring gearsprocessing, including large-scale
ones, in the conditions of single and small-scale production while choosing technological
equipment and cutting tools, as well as in the process of writing control programs for CNC
machines.
The use of the proposed method for determining the parameters of the cutting tool
spatial trajectory allows to increase the accuracy of the ring gears multiple-axis milling due
to the analytical description of the correlation between the geometry of the spatially
modified teeth lateral surface, the geometry of the tool cutting edge and the cutting tool
movement trajectory relative to the workpiece.
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